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Good Times Roll

Leaders Work To Close
Communications Gap
Approaches to the solutions of
large number of campus issues
were investigated this week-end
is fifty participants to the 1968
Fall Leadership Conference met
for many rounds of discussion.
This conference, similar to the
one held in the early part of
September, featured Dr. Milton
Valentine, professor at the University of Oregon and lecturer, to
discuss the dynamics of leadership in group situations.
The group began its first workshop with Di. Valentine at 7:30
Friday, initiating the conference
with a great deal of student participation and enthusiasm. The
delegates were divided into three
groups, and each given directions on how to solve a particular
problem. This problem was the
construction of a card model
through two different organizational structures. The third group
of ‘students acted as an outside
lobbying force.
-

The whole point of the exercise
was to demonstrate the increased

effectiveness of a group which
operates under an open system
over that of a group which operates on a Y structure. This
structure depends upon one individual for all decisions and information going both directions.
Calling this the "inverted y"
structure, Dr. Valentine made it
clear that this was how most organizations operate. The reason
for a limited use of the open
system, where there was no single
individual responsible entirely for
the critical information, was that
most humans are not willing to
tolerate very much uncertainty,
lack of structure, and openness
to change.
The outside group acted in two
capacities: that of creating unity
within the closed group by becoming a threat to their security
(a parallel may be drawn with
the Red Scare following the First
World War), or splitting an open
group into factions by attempting
to take over leadership.
Other exercises followed, each
(Continued on Page 10)
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The Bumps rock on tonight in the SUB

Army Unit
Presses Charges
By Dave Vance
"We are anti-army not antiwar". This was the statement
made by Jerry Stewart, spokesman for the 1st squadron of the
18th Armored Cavalry at a press
conference held in the Sherwood
Inn Monday, Oct. 7. At this
time it was announced to the assembled group of reporters and
cameramen that this unit of the
national guard was attempting
"to disassociate itself with the
army" because of illegal actions
taken by the army in activating
the unit during the Pueblo crisis.
They contest that it stated in
(Continued on Page 3)

UPS Welcomes Alumni
T o Spirited Homecoming

Independents Scotty Smith and Anita Helle were elected
1968 Homecoming Royalty.

Presidential Choices To Be
Debated . . .
Which candidate do you support as the next President of the
United States?
This year's major Presidential
candidates will be represented in
debate at the next University of
Puget Sound House of Critics,
to be held Wednesday, October 16
at 7:00 p.m. in McIntyre 106.
Candidates presented in debate
will be:
Hubert H. Humphrey
Richard M. Nixon
George C. Wallace
None of the above
Vice President Humphrey will
be represented in debate by Mr.
Gene Fogarty, co-chairman of the

'Super-Hawk' Jumps into Race
by Phyllis Scheiffele
The 1968 race for the presidency "super-hawk").
has developed into an extremely
interesting and highly unpredicable
political circus. Traditionally we are
a two party system with sideline
acts which occasionally add interest
to the race. This year however, a
change seems to be in the making
. . .

Take the
Wide Track?

a third party with considerable

strength is evolving. With thisaddition to the political scene comes

General LeMay, former chief of
staff (U.S.A.F.), and well known
developer of the S.A.C.—the U.S.
A.F.'s strategic air command, has
recently united with the third
party as their Vice-Presidential candidate. This political surprise has
added excitement to the race and
caused many to re-evaluate Wallace's party-power.

added unpredictability and a slight
amount of added "zest" to brighten

a basically stale set of traditionalparty platforms. Who has added
this needed zest? Who is causing
new possibilities in the political
turmoil of the parties? The man
is Mr. George Wallace and his

An interview with Dr. Heppe, by
Tim Moen (for the Trail), revealed
the following facts: If the WallaceLeMay union can gain enough
strength in the month of campaigning that remains, to split the presidential decision ;then the union

third party running mate Gendral

will have performed beyond the

LeMay (better known to many as
•

(Continued on Page 11)

Citizens for Humphrey-Muskie
Committee in Pierce County.
Representing former Vice President Nixon will be Dr. Homer
Htuniston (R), State Representative from the 26th District.
"None of the above" category
will be rebresented by Mr. Alva
C. Long, originally a McCarthy
supporter. Mr. Long, attorney,
who was a delegate to the Demo-

(Continued on Page 10)

1968 Who's Who
Choices Named
Roy E. Kimbel, Assistant Dean
of Students at the University of
Puget Sound announced today
the names of students to be listed in the 1968-69 Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.
Those in the UPS Class of '69
include: Karen Therese Bagne,
John D. Barline, Nancy Ruth
Cooper, Robert Neil Countryman,
James I. Elliot, Sandra Marie
Harvey, W. Dean Henry, Janice
L. Hurst, Thomas Gene Iverson,
Jonathan Alfred Kemp, Valerie
Margaret Knecht, Ronald Jay
McMullen.
Also, Greg Allan Magee, Jamie
0. Munro, William Charles Nelson, George Obiozor, Carol Jane
Olson, James L. Rawn, A. Colleen Smith, Louis C. Smith, Warren Lee Smith, and Richard
Lee Zelinski.
Members of the UPS Class of
'70 to be listed are: Nancy Jane
Doolittle, Edward A. Galen, Regina V. Glenn, Alan Scott Kiest,
and Dixon B. Rice, Jr.

Homecoming activities will be
rolling in full force starting tonight with the Torchlight Parade
and sock hop following in the
fieldhouse from 9-12. The Bumps
will provide music for the dance.
Saturday is highlighted by the
annual homecoming game; the
action begins promptly at 1:30
as the Loggers meet the University of British Columbia at Baker
Stadium. Halftime entertainment
is scheduled to be in keeping with
the "Good Time" spirit, featurign a chariot race among the
men's living groups, and the appearance of a helicopter on the
field bearing a lovely young lady
who will bring a surprise to the
throng.
Saturday night features the
Homecoming dance, which will
be again a combination of three
different musical offerings. Besides the Sonics, well-known rock
and roll group, the Pacific Northwest Territory Band will add great
zest to the rock portion of the
dance, held in the north end of
the SUB. The bands plan to play
a few of the "oldie but goodie"
tunes, in keeping with the theme,
"Let the Good Times Roll." Be
prepared for Miss Linda Carroll
who will also join the young men.
In the upstairs lounge, Miss
Gina Funes will sing with Fred
Radke and his Four String Quartet. A professional singer who has
worked with Danny Kaye and,
Miss Funes has agreed to adapt
some of her songs to the Goodtimes theme. Her lounge acts
will be presented at half-hour intervals, from 9:30-10, 10:30-11,
and 11:30-12. Don't miss the
action of the Homecoming Dance
this Saturday night after UPS
rolls over UBC!

New Freshman
Leaders Selected
By Shirley Brayne
The call from the candidates
was for participation, but the
voter response was apathetic, as
less than 45% of the freshman
class went to the polls to elect
Greg Brewis, president, Jeff Lieppman, vice-president, Robin
Hummel, secretary, and Nathaniel 'Buster" Brown, sergeantat-arms.
The entire campaign was marked by disinterest and lack of information. Less than 50 freshman turned out to hear the 28
primary candidates in the first
convocation on September 30.
Few people seem to have known
about it. In the ensuing primary,
Greg Brewis, Steve Zimmerman,
(Continued on Page 4)
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Hud Moves lp
"Institutional change is inportent," said Andrew Bell, had
of the regional inter agency te4m
from HUD (Housing and Urban

It is the sincere wish of the Trail that the recently held leadership conference at Pilgrim Firs will not have been in vain. It

-

was obvious that a great amount of student participation and
enthusiasm was generated during the course of the conference,
including among the freshmen who attended.
What was not so obvious was the value derived from the
totally different atmosphere that was created by Dr. Valentine's
workshop. This conference did not attempt to do as so many
other conferences have attempted; that is, to isolate the campus
leaders off in a nice environment so they might work out

rcamf,„
- wi

on paper all the problems of the student body, come back,
and solve them. Rather the emphasis was placed on developing the skills involved in establishing a working relationship
and rapport between two bodies.

Much more was accomplished through an approach of this
nature than trying to rid the campus of its burning issues in
three days. There will always be problems; there will always
be confrontations between the student body and the ad-
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ministration. However, there will not always be a genuine attitude on the part of either side to establish an area of common ground.

In his address introducing Dr. Thompson (the essence of
which is published elsewhere in the TRAIL) ASB President
Dean Henry stated that the " •
. primary step in establishing
a working relationship between two bodies. . . and we have lacked this common ground in the past." The Trail believes that it
is this type of constructive approach that will establish a framework of cooperation not only for this generation of students,
but for each new one in the future. For these reasons, therefore,
the Trail hopes that this particular conference has set a truly
beneficial and workable pattern for cooperation between students and administration.
.•

Be aware of the
1968 Political Scene.
Attend and participate
in YOUR House of Critics
next Wednesday
at 7:00 p.m. in
McIntyre 106
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Letters To The Editor

Development), who arrived for
II second time in Tacoma to apswer questions about the Mode)
('ities Program, at a meeting
held at McCarver School in the
Hill Top area. "There has ot be
a basic change in the way things
have been done in certain institutions. A change is needed in
the program of Social Welfare,
Health Services, and Employment." Bell went on to say this
was the base of all operations of
the Model Cities and that the
degree of doing it will measure
how much you fail. People do not
like to be changed. It is the people
outside of the system that make
the changes. The Blacks are outside. "The burden is to change
things in a rational way," he
said. "There is a creative energy
and potential in those who are
left out of the system," Bell continued.
Bell proceeded to sketch the

In an election where the future of our nation, indeed the

whole world, lies in the exercising by all voters of one of their
most basic rights, I am appalled
by those who threaten a boycott
of the polls on election day because the people were overlooked
in the choosing of the candidates,
and as a result there is no
choice.
Those who express the belief
that there is no choice seem only
to be seeing the immediate situation and not the possible if
not probable results of their actions. There seems to be two
main avenues open for travel
in the election if there is a general boycott of the polls:
The election of George Wallace to the Presidency.
The election thrown into
the House resulting in a
compromise government unfavorable to the people.
If the discontents would make
a conscious effort, I am sure
they could find some area of a
candidate's program with which
they agreed and on which they
could base their choice. As in
the last election, it seems that
we must look deeper than the
outside appearance of the candidates and make our choice on
their present policy and past
performance.
I agree that the people were
denied their popular candidates
due to the controlled conventions,
but not voting is the easy way
out. Those who refrained from
voting due to the seeming lack
of choice may think differently

if they wake the morning after
the election and find that they
no longer have any choice.
Voting still remains the most
powerful weapon of the people
for effective control over elected governmental officials and
this is the only means at our disposal now. As was made apparent by the conventions this summer, much needs to be changed
in our government system, especially in the elective process.
Yet, no matter how many changes
lie ahead, one eye-opening fact
remains: while the discontent
are refusing to vote for either
Humphrey or Nixon, George Wallace's supporters are going to
vote. He has picked up enought
support in the last few weeks to
accomplish one of two things:
His successful bid for the
Presidency.
His command of a large
enough block of votes to
successfully demand a compromise government.
Neither of these choices would
be to the advantage of the country
or the world.
vote. He has picked up enough

the individual, but it must be
based on a rational examination
of all the facts. Think twice, then
stop and think again before you
make such a generalized statement that there is no choice in
the 1968 Presidential elections.
Use the one weapon that is at
your idsposal, the ballot. Show
the party bosses that this is still
a government of, by, and for the
people.
Judy Andrews

Notable Quote
"The war on poverty is doing a great job. We have hundreds

of boys who couldn't even qualify for the army — now with
the help of the anti-Poverty program we have been able to
send 600 of these boys to Vietnam and six have been killed already."
Sargent Shriver
Quoted by Herb Caen in
S.F. Chronicle, October 20, 1966

federal guidelines of the program:
1. the designated area must not
encompass more than 10% of the
population; 2. there must be a
concentration and coordination
between groups involved; 3. there
must be a comprehensive plan
of action, i.e., demonstration , of
new methods and systems to solve

the social ills; 4. there must be
involvement of the citizenry in
policy decisions and implementation; 5. it must be a fundable
program.
"A problem," said Bell, "is
the number of elements in a community (city, county, state, nation) that must be coordinated
to make a program like this
work. The city departments have
to be coordinated. Schools, Housing Authorities, Renewal Departments, and police have to
work together!"
Mike McKenny, from the Office of Economic Opportunities,
explained that we have to break
the chains of the poor and pool
the resources for change. He was
emphasizing the needed involvement of those in the Hilltop area
who have not had a decent chance
at Health Services and schools,
etc., but said that he was not excluding from participation those
outside of the area.
McKenny outlined the C.D.A.
letter No. 3 (City Demonstration
Agency) which deals with the
rights of the neighborhood residents. He said that there should
be: 1. an organization established
which will represent the wishes
of the neighborhood; 2. an acceptable leader; 3. information supplied in sufficient time to the
residents to help make intelligent
4. professional
and
decisions;
technical assistance provided in
a manner to which residents

agree, i.e. college professors
(UPS), executives (loaned out);
money available to pay residents for attending the meetings;
people hired from the affected
area to work in the Model Cities
Program.
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We Do Want To Help .
Editor's Note: Following is the essence of
an address by ASUPS President Dean Henry
introducing Dr. Thompson at the recently
concluded Fall Leadership Conference.

Dr. Thompson:
Twenty-seven years ago, when you took
direction of the College of Puget Sound, you
found a small, locally oriented sampus. Under your purposeful and innovative leadership that small college has become a great
university—with an even greater potential.
There is no questioning the fact that the
"Thompson Era" has literally built the University of Puget Sound. We are very appreciative of the accomplishments you have
made, and as students we are very proud
to be a part of this University.
Having established a solid base from
which to build you have now pointed the
University in another direction, that of academic excellence and full student participation in all aspects of university life. You
have our full and unqualified support in both
these areas.
However, we have learned here this
weekend that the primary step in establishing a working relationship between two
bodies, in this case the students and the administration, is the maintainance of a "common ground" of understanding and agreement. We have lacked this "common ground"
in the past. As students we intend to set
forth the framework for a working cooperative basis with you and other administrators.
We, too, are in a position to be of benefit
to the University, and we feel that we should
be given that opportunity.
It seems as though g good place to begin in establishing "common grounds" is

with your statement that, "Given all the information, 99 per cent of the time students
will make the right choice." We want to
prove you are right. We want to assist you
in deciding the present and future course
for UPS. We want to help you attain academic excellence at UPS in harmony with
full student participation in all aspects of
the University.
However, in order to prove you are
right, as you have said, we must be given
all the information. We feel that a fundamental step in giving all the information to
students is to make available an accounting
of the general budget of the University and
an annual copy of the President's Report to
the Board of Trustees. We need all the information in order to make the right choices.
We find particularly encouraging the
steps you have taken to modify the decisionmaking process of the University to include
all its elements—students, faculty, administration. For this reason we support your pro:
posal that a student committee be formed to
advise and assist you in the decision-making
of the University. And we will support
further efforts to extend this principle to all
facets of the University. We need a "common ground" and with your encouragement
and assistance we will form it and work for
a better University.
You have given your life to this University and far be it from me to suggest that
it should have been built in any other manner. We are still growing and will become an
even greater university through cooperative
efforts. We want to do our share. We want
to establish the much needed common
ground. We want to help.

Shelter Half: Where 'IT' Happens
One of the most meaningful about anything they want. This
and important attempts at comopen dialogue is extremely immunication has just opened in
portant, for there is a great gap
Tacoma, in the form of a coffeebetween civilians and servicemen
house. Located at 1554 South
which the Shelter Half is trying to
Tacoma Way, it is named The
overcome. Making these soldiers
Shelter Half, and attempts to
feel a part of the community
establish dialogue and better unfrom which they have been cut
derstanding between students and
off is necessary, for their aliensoldiers of approximately the
ation is strong.
same age. Its name, probably unThe response from the G.I.'s
derstood only by soldiers, refers
has been enormous, and they are
to the one half of a shelter carreally supporting the coffeehouse.
ried in every G.I.s' pack. It takes
It's very important that students
two soldiers to make a complete
do so too, for an awful lot can
shelter, and on this basis of one
be learned from the discussion
person needing another, the Shelthat takes place. There are books,
ter Half was formed.
magazines, and newspapers of
For G.I.'s of our age, many of
every kind, in a completely open
whom aren't in the army by
atmosphere. A lot of things are
really needed right now, for the
choice, there has been a desperate
Shelter Half just opened, and is
need to have some place to go
still in the process of trying to
where there is an environment
get settled. They need literature
which they can enjoy. The USO
of all kinds for their library, from
does not have much appeal to a
which anyone can borrow anything. At present, they are also
contemporary person under 25,
operating at a deficit, and so
so this coffeehouse (which serves
would greatly appreciate conno liquor) was formed. The detributions of any size. Most imcor is hip, the food and coffee
portant, though, is the participaare good (and inexpensive), and
tion of students, who can help
the soldiers and students can talk
make this idea worthwhile. People

are needed, for without their support dialogue is nonexistent. Students are therefore urged to come
and give ideas, perform if they
wish, hang their art, and generally involve themselves with other
people. Exeryone is urged to come
to a very hip coffeehouse and
support its growth. The soldiers
are working hard for this place
because it's a place where anything can be said, something they
are not used to on a restricted
military base. If you have anything to say, come down and say
it. If you don't, come down anyway and learn something.

Jerry Stewart, spokesman for the 1st squadron, presents case.

Army Presses Charges
(Continued from Page 1)

their national guard contract
with the government that they
would not be called to active duty
unless Congress declared a state
of national emergency or war. Because neither of these situations
existed when the unit was called
up it makes their call-up illegal
and void.
The lawyers handeling the case
are also pressing charges stemming from apparent falsification
of records of this unit, concerning
training and equipment they had
received by the army, and also
the legality of the Vietnam War
under the Constitution of the
United States. Three hundred and

fifty men from the unit, based at
Fort Lewis, have signed the petition declaring their dissent over
the call-up, and the additional
three hundred men in the unit
are expected to press charges
also.

Giant
oster
rom any photo

'The Resistance'
Arrives Wed.
David Harris, one of the founders of the national movement
known as The Resistance will be
on campus Wednesday, October
16, to speak for and about The
Resistance movement and how it
relates to college life. Accompanying Mr. Harris will be representatives of the Washington
State Resistance, Draft Resistance Tacoma, and Tacoma Area
Draft Counseling. Also it is hoped
that Mr. Harris' wife, the former Joan Baez, will accompany
him also. The talk is scheduled
for 9:00 a.m. in Mc 006.
At a recent talk at San Jose
State 13 men turned in their
draft cards after hearing Mr.
Harris talk.

2 ft. x 3 ft •
only $195
($4.95 value)

*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline"cut out from any Swin el i ne
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER - MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
CODs). Add sales tax where applicable.
Poster rolled and mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Get a
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AMERICAN ART
COMPANY
Creative Custom Made

(includi
staples)
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PICTURE FRAMES
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2046-6th Ave.
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LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.I1101
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Our Man Hoppe

Epsilon Mu
Receives Award I
The University of Puget Sound
local chapter, Epsilon Mu, of
Alpha Kappa Psi, professional
business fraternity, brought home
top honors from the national convention recently held in Orlando,
Fla.
Three awards of achievement
based on a national rating scale
were presented to the local chapter. Points were granted for
chapter participation and excellence in administation, service to
community and school, and guest
speakers.
In addition, the UPS affiliate
won two first place awards for
achieving national efficiency honors for three consecutive years,

DISTRIBUTED BY CHRONICLE FEATURES SYNDICATE
By Arthur Hoppe
Herewith is another unwritten
chapter of political history from
"The Making of a Loser-1968."
Its title: "The Greatest Plot of
All."
* * *
At the time, political observers
were at a loss to explain the
strange developments of the 1968
Presidential campaign. Their private consensus was that the
democratic process had gone mad.
Why had the Republicans nominated their weakest candidate?
Why had the Democrats followed
suit? Where was George Wallace
getting the seemingly - unlimited
funds to wreck what 'little chance
either major party had a garnering a majority? What was a
Spiro T. Agnew? Who . . .
But in retrospect it can now
be seen that the eventual winner
waged one of the most brilliant
campaigns in the annals of
politics.
The story begins with the surprise withdrawal from the race on
March 3,1 of President Johnson,
who had no hopes of re-election,
saddled as his Administration
was with Vietnam, riots and growing public unease.
With President Johnson out of
it, the pieces fell in place one-byone just as the eventual winner
planned.
The Republican pros, emboldened by this sign of Democratic
weakness, passed up a proven
vote-getter like Rockefeller in
favor of a two-time loser closer
to their hearts, Dick Nixon.
The Democrat pros, figuring
that even the most ineffectual
candidate possible could beat
Nixon, nominated him.
And it was the eventual winner, of course, who secretly financed the entire Wallace campaign.
By mid-October the public was
thoroughly appalled by the whole
miserable business. The polls
showed that 17.2 per cent disliked Humphrey and Wallace
more than Nixon; 15.8 per cent
had more contempt for Nixon
and Wallace than Humphrey; 12.3
per cent hated Nixon and Humphrey more than Wallace; the
remaining 54.7 were undecided
which of the three would be the
greatest disaster.
It was into this chaotic situation that still another bombshell
was dropped. On October 21, Mr.
Johnson revealed that he had
long promised Humphrey that his
loyalty would be rewarded with

the Presidency. "And as of right
now, he's got it," said Mr. Johnson, "because I resign."
The experts promptly ascribed
Johnson's resignation to a lastgasp attempt at giving Humphrey
some stature. But most gloomily
predicted that, even so, all three
candidates would go down to defeat. They did.
* * *

For on election-eve a familiar
figure strode before the nationwide television cameras to make
a dramatic appeal for a write-in
vote for himself.
After vigorously attacking "the
sory record of the Humphrey AdAdministration," he called for a
change. He cited his experience in
high office and noted that he was
neither a two-time loser, a sycophant nor a Southern know-nothing.
Here, obviously, was precisely
the candidate a confused Nation
had been yearning for. Thus it
was that the most brilliant campaign of the greatest master
politician of them all came to a
successful fruition.
And Lyndon B. Johnson was

and five consecutive years.
KUSH CAPTAIN , NELSON IM DISAPPOINTED IN YOu! AS YOU
WELL KNOW MY FATHER' WASASIGNAP.1I NUTI-I NG AND AN\ A

GNA Pl-t1 NoTHIN6 & I HAD EXF'ECTEPMY BOY TOSE A 5I6NA PH i
NOThING. IT.5EEMS VERY STRAN6E -D-1AT YOU DON'T GET MI/WIRES

AND LETTERS AND ESPECIALLY THAT THE PLEP6E CLASS IS FILLED
ON TN fiRST HOUR OE TH' FIRST PAY OF RLISHINGr 4caRrfrexNael--"
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elected President in a landslide.
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New Freshman

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG

BR 2-3063

3123 North 26th

SK 2-6667

Leaders Selected
(Continued from Page 1)

Jeff Lieppman, Darrel Johnson,

Robin Hummel, Cindy Heath,
"Buster" Brown, and Bill Bagby
were chosen to run in the finals.
The convocation at which the
finalists presented their platform
was marked by an almost total
absence of listeners. One freshman who did attend observed
"You could have counted the
people there on two hands?'
Brewis and Lieppman conducted the most vigorous campaign
speaking to all freshman ,study
tables.

COLLEGE IS THE TIME FOR
STUDYING AND FOOTBALL
AND LIFE INSURANCE.
LIFE INSURANCE?

4N-ji .t. r
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. 4
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Life insurance. There's no better time than now, while you're younger than
you'll ever be again, to start planning your life insurance program. And
there are no better people to talk to than the people at John Hancock. We're
specialists at helping build a plan for your special needs. Contact us:
n'Ifeit■"

■rl
t;

13;

z■J
• tr..

:

Lynwood Madigan, Agent

911 Tacoma Avenue
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AFTER THE GAME . .
AFTER THE DANCE . .
ANYTIME!

JOH NN1fisp
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A
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A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

Specializing in
Steaks * Seafood
Cocktails

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211
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World Affairs Council
Sponsors Indian Consul
K. S. Bajpai, Consul General
f)f India to the western United
• tates, will be the speaker in the
f irst of the 1968-69 series at UPS,
sponsored by the Tacoma World
Affairs Council. The speech will
he given at 8 p.m., Monday, Oct.
14, in room 006 in McIntyre Hall.

K. S. Bajpai
UPS students are invited to become members of the World Affairs Council. Student membership, covering all programs of the
council for 1968-69, will be available at the door for $1.00. The
student admission price for single
programs is 25 cents. Adult mem-

'

berships are $4.00 and Family
memberships are $7.00.
The speaker for the first program, Mr. Bajpai, was educated
at St. Albans School in Washington, D.C. and at Merton College, Oxford University. He entered the Indian Foreign Service in 1952 and has held posts
in Switzerland, West Germany,
Turkey and Pakistan.
He was a member of the Indian
delegation to the Commonwealth
Prime Ministers' Conference in
London in 1953. He acted as
secretary to Mrs. Vijaya Lakshmi
Pandit when she was President
of the United Nations General
Assembly and accompanied her
on her tour of various countrie;
in 1954. Mr. Bajpai served as
secretary to the Indian delegations to the first and second U.N.
Conferences on the Law of the
Sea, Geneva, 1958 and 1960. He
was also a member of the Indian
delegation to the Tashkent Conference in the USSR which
brought about a cease-fire in the
Pakistani-Indian war in January
1966.
He has held a number of additional posts and since October
1967 has been Indian consul
genelai with headquarters in San
Francisco.

Trail Receives
National Ratings
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (ACP)
—The University of Puget Sound
newspaper,
the Puget Sound
Trail, has received a Second
Class honor rating in the 70th
All American Critical Service
conducted by the Associated Collegiate Press at the University of
M innesota.
Student newspapers from more
than 500 colleges and universities
across the nation are judged on
the basis of content, writing.
makeup in categories based on
enrollment, frequency of publication and method of printing.

AMI EQUIPPED

BOWLING LANES

Atth
Ptactot
2outi
Open Lanes Available Anytime
Special Rates for Students

3860 No. 26th
SK 2-5200

COMPASS TRAVEL SERVICE
1622 Fourth Ave.

No. 5 Fidelity Lane
Seattle, Wash.

BOOK
NOW

'Funhouse' New Offering in Fiction
By Barb Clements
"Lost in the Funhouse," a
new book by John Garth, in which
the reaches of the art of fiction
are unlimited, is soon to be issued
in a limited collection for collectors. Some of the book's 14 pieces,
nearly half of which have appeared in magaines, were designed for what is currently called
mixed-media performance. To begin with, there is a do-it-yourself
Mobius strip that reads (when
cut, twisted, and joined as instructed): 'Once Upon a Time
There Was A Story That Began
Once Upon A Time There Was

and it
A Story That Began
could go on indefinitely, but once
around is enough for the reader
to get the point about the cyclical
nature of storytelling.
John Barth is concerned with
the new intermedia arts and what
he terms "the literature of ex
hausted possibility." In "Lost in
the Funhouse" he has used his
virtuosity to take the reader on
a unique journey, leaving him
at the end in the same place, but
not quite the same person. The
reader, the most antiquated piece
of equipment in a mixed-media
production, gets only the book,
Barth says he originally planned
.

.

.

•

to nisert audio tapes in a number
of hollowed-out pages, but dropped the idea as to gimmicky. On
his forthcoming work, Barth
stated:
"There are experimental'
pieces and the word experimental' is a pejorative term
now. We tend to think of experiment as being cold exercises in technique. My feeling
about technique in art is that
it has about the same value as
technique in love-making. That
is to say, heartfelt ineptitude
has its appeal and so does
heartless skill; but what you
want is passionate virtuosity."

Let's join forces.

Apart we're not much. Nothing, in
fact.
Together we're a team. One of the
greatest. The Aerospace Team.
World's largest science and engineering organization...
Enroll in the Air Force ROTC Program on campus. You may qualify
for financial assistance and flight
instruction while you're in school.
In fact, let's get together and talk
over grants — they could pay for your
tuition, books, and give you $50.00
a month.
When you graduate, you'll be an
officer.. you can combine doctor,
engineer, lawyer or B.A. degree with
an exciting Space-Age career.
You'll know exactly where you're
going.
Together, there's practically nothing we can't do.
Even fly.
U.S. AIR FORCE ROTC (AU.)
BLDG. 500 (ART01)
Maxwell AFB, Alabama 36112
Interested in Flying 0 Yes 0 No
NAME:

AGE:
PLEASE PRINT

COLLEGE:
MAJOR SUBJECTS:
CAREER INTERESTS:

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY
OR TRIP HOME
STUDENT STANDBY TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
NO COVER CHARGE
Campus Representative: Ann Morgan — 5K 9-3521, Ext. 316

HOME ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE

ZIP
RC 539
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3 Games Remain
For JV Loggers
University of Puget Sound
Junior Loggers will meet the Central Washington JV Wildcats in
Baker Stadium on Oct. 14th, next
Monday at 3 p.m.
They play two more games
after the Central contest Oct. 19;
British Columbia Jayvees at 11
a.m., awl Central Wash. on the
28th of Oct. to close out their
season.

Sports Editor — Larry Grissom

Will Pitching Duel
Make Series Difference?
It was the first game of the 1968 World Series in St.
Louis last week when the pitching duel of the century was to
have taken place between Denny McLain of the Tigers and
Bob Gibson. McLain won the most games in the regular
season by posting a 31-6 record, being the first to break 30
since Dizzy Dean of the old `Gashouse Era' of the 1934 St.
Louis Cardinals, and Bob Gibson of the Cardinals whose
record was 22-9, which included 15 consecutive wins and
compiling the lowest earned run average in the majors ever

of 1.98.
After the Cardinals had won the first game, Gibson was
still the pitcher of the Cards, but where was McLain?
In the shower room! The Tigers tied the series up to one as
Mickey Lolick beat the Cardinals in the second game 3 to
2. Again last weekend many millions of people stayed home
on Sunday to watch the rematch of Gibson vs. McLain, but
Dandy Denny didn't last long in the fourth game either, as
he only stayed until the third inning. Bob Gibson, an exCreighton University basketball star, helped his own cause
by hitting a home run in the fourth and driving in another
run in the eighth, thereby winning by a score of 10 to 1. He
had run his World Series record to seven victories and no
defeats, establishing a new record.
Some people say McLain was just lucky during the
regular campaign, and others say that the National League
is a tougher league to hit in; well if the second assumption
is true, how come the American League had only one .300
hitter last year? Maybe McLain is a farce and holding back
for the final game of the Series. Who knows?
Tomorrow starts the XIX (19th) Summer Olympic
Games in Mexico City and runs through Sunday, October 27.
The U.S. track and field and the swimming should bring in
most of our gold medals as well as bronze (2nd) and silver
(3rd place).

Coaching the Junior Loggers
are former Little All-American
Joe Peyton and Raoul Ancira and
assisted by injured Nick Sinnott.

Doug McArthur talking to Coach Bob Ryan on the 'Bob Ryan
Show' after the Loggers picked up a victory earlier in the
season.

Willamette University, who
UPS will play next week in
Salem won their game last week
55 to 7 over Pacific University.

S.I.D. Appointed

Doug McArthur on NCAA
Public Relations Committee
Doug McArthur, University of
Puget Sound Sports Information
Director, has been appointed with
two other representatives on the
NCAA Relations Committee. This
is in relation with the college
division of the NCAA Public Relations Department. Florida and
Missouri are the other schools
being represented, so UPS is
ranked with larger schools, thus
promoting the image of UPS.

Duties of the Public Relations
Committee, which McArthur is
on, are publication of a manual,
attending championship events of
the NCAA finals, and to meet
during the NCAA convention in
January of 1969. Other duties also pertain to the basketball championship in March of 1969 and in
August at the College All-Star
game in conjunction with the convention of all major college Sports
Information Directors.

Ex-Logger Joe Stortini, presently a history teacher at
Mt Tahoma here in Tacoma, has turned to politics and is
running as a representative of the 28th district on the Democratic ticket—best of luck in the final election!

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS
"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.

Tel.
FU 3-4739

at Oakes

Are You
Ready
for Fun?
Its Time To
Check-Out
Bowling!
AM 1 li(ADY

TO

BOWL THIS SEASON?

*

New

Last week All-American candidate Dan Thurston was
ranked in several departments by the NCAA small college
poll. Clint Scott has run his string of consecutive PAT's out
to 23 for the season.

HUNGRY?
THIRSTY?
LONESOME?

Coach Don Zech, the new head basketball coach, will
miss from the lineup tihs year Kent Whitsell, as he is
studying in the Netherlands. . Mark Estill who has transferred to Portland State
and Phil Oman who was the second
leading scorer on the freshman team last year with a 15.6
average, moved on to Lower Columbia College.

Try
PAT'S

FUN FOR
EVERYONE

.

TRAIL
WANT
ADS

North 21st and Oakes

Come and See Us

Publications
JOHNSON - COX CO.

c

iokut,m A- Ifonoculy
!MUUM U U!

Compositors Printers Lithographers
726 Pacific Ave 0 BR 2-2238

I

* New
Shoes?

* Seen
Your
Sponsor?

a
Prothceci'

* Talked to Your Friends
about

. . .

* New
Bag?

WIL..4

Bowling?

Come and See Us
SPORTING GOODS, Inc.

TOWER. LANES

The Finest In AthletiL

6323 - 6th Avenue
or call SK 9-3583

Equipment . '

922 Commerce

FU 3-2653

HOURS 9 AM.- 1 A.M.

GET
RESULTS
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Harriers Place
Second in Meet

Loggers Battle Thunderbirds At Homecoming
Homecoming 1968 style brings the University of British
Columbia to meet the UPS Loggers (3-1) tomorrow at 1:30
p.m. in Baker Stadium.
Overall in the series between the two schools UPS leads
with twelve wins and one defeat which UBC handed them in
1958. Coach Bob Ryan hopes to break the jinx of having lost
two previous Homecoming games.

University
Pacific Lutheran
scored its first win of the season
last Saturday over UPS and St.
Martins College on the College
golf course. The score was PLU
with 18 points, UPS 25 points
and 45 points for St. Martins
(low score wins, in order of
finish).
UPS runners placed 5th-Paul
Marchent, 7th-John Donnell, and
13th-Jeff Hamilton.
UPS will go against PLU and
Western Washington State College next Saturday at the PLU
coil rse

Hopes for the 1968-69 campaign by the Thunderbirds
were to bring a 'new look', but so far in the season they are
winless in three games. The 'Birds have been defeated by the
National Collegiate Champions of 1967, the University of
Alberta 22-0. Two weeks ago they were crushed by Willamette
University 40-0 and last week against Hawaii lost 48-0. The
Thunderbirds have yet to score their first touchdown of the
season.

Car Buffs do it!

Eight returning lettermen along with outstanding J.V.
prospects and transfers make up the nucleaus of the team.
In the backfield Roger Gregory is at quarterback, Dave Corcoran at fullback, and Bernie Fandrich at one of the halfs,
all provide good rushing. The other halfback, Paul Danyliu
has the power to carry the team up the middle. Flankerback
Ron Ritchie and Wingback John Wilson will provide a colorful display of receiving and running.
Offensively the Thunderbirds have several veterans returning from the 1967 campaign, namely co-captain Bob
Fitzpatrick at center, guard spots are filled by Dick Stein,
Jim Fornelli, Chuck Phipps, and transfer John Sharpe.
Tackle positions will likely be held by the other co-cfiptain
Bob Main and Bob Laycoe, a transfer from Linfield College
of the Northwest Conference.

Defensively, the Thunderbirds are stronger than last
year with ends Don Lumb, Jack Christopher, and Fred Mair
all returning. Fighting for the linebackers are Dave Corcoran, Herb Lang, Ron Fowler, and Ian Jukes. The only cornerback with any experience is John Bellamy.
Come on out and see the 1968 version of the Loggers
(hiring Homecoming Week.
out the Tacoma-Seattle area, but
on a limited basis.
Presently betwen 16 and 20 students are turning out for trainAnother new sport has emerged ing sesions which take place at
on the UPS campus this year in 4 p.m. on Monday and Wednes-

International
Soccer at UPS

Bob Batley executing a perfect hand-off to Jerome Crawford.

NCAA Ranks
Dan Thurston
NEW YORK — University of
Puget Sound junior end Dan
Thurston is tied for first place
with five touchdown receptions,
is third in pass-grabbing yardage with 404, is deadlocked for
seventh place with 19 catches
and is tied for eighth place with
30 points scored in the first
NCAA College Division football
listings.
In addition, sophomore Bob
Cason has thrown f our
touchdown passes and junior
Bob Botley two more to put the
Loggers in a tie for first place
in scoring tosses with Kansas'
Emporia State and Califonia's
Hayward State.
Almost 20 million Americans
owned shares of stock in 1965.

the form of a soccer team. Last days and on Saturdays at 2 p.m.
Saturday at practice members of on the football practice field. Adthe team elected officers: George vising the team is Professor JonPhillips, a student from India, athan Ng'ero, of the Political
is team captain, Lyle Miller is Science Department.
Publicity Agent, and Hans Schutz
as General Manager.
Starting with a few interested
individuals a team has been formed, although it is not presently
school supported for this year
& AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.
Differences between "American
TACOMA AIRPORTER
football" and what the Europeans
RADIO DISPATCHED
call football poses a problem to
112 So. 14th St.,
the team, as the American students try to adjust.
Playing in Seattle next Wednesday the UPS team will challenge another amateur team.
Throughout the season the team
will play other amateur teams,
colleges and high schools through-

Anyone interested in freshmen
basketball should contact in person Coach Harney in the fieldhouse. Bring shoes. Turnouts begin Tuesday, Oct. 15th.

TONY'S
BARBER SHOP
•
TONY

RAY — KEN
Props.

—

38141/2 North 26th

English feather,
For men who want to be where the
action is. Very racy. Very masculine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION.
$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the complete array of ENGLISH LEATHER

men's toiletries.
A PRODUCT Of mEM COMPANY, INC. NORTHVALE, N.J. 07647

PINGN ED FOR TIME?

OLIVER TAXI

—UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
CLIFF'S NOTES'

.

OVER 175 TITLES $1 EACH

FU 3-1555

For Quality
Diamonds-Watches
Jewelry-Silver

DAILY PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AT DORMS

Shop MIEROW'S
Tacoma's Only Pioneer Jeweler
Extended Budget Terms

MODERN
CLEANERS
2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

-

No Interest or Carrying Charges

MIEROWN
900 Broadway

/Ne'.\/\

C1 if

IN CO M P0 PR ATE 0

Bethany Station Lincoln, Nebraska 68505
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Dad, Poor Dad', To Be
GOP Stages Political Convocation 'Oh
Drama Dept. Offering

Momentarily forgetting stands
on gun-contra Republican candidates took time to let loose a
verbal salvo in the general direction of presidential candidate
George Wallace as Tony Chase
(candidate for the 6th district
congressional seat), Slade Gorton
(Attorney General) and Art Fletcher (Lieutenant Governor) spoke
before an estimated crowd of
100 last Thursday in a program
co-sponsored by Acedemic Lectures and the Collegiate Young
Republicans.
"Wallace-Type Laws?"
Gorton equated the Wallace
phenomenon with a growing desire among some Americans to
take the law into their own hands.
But, Gorton said, when Wallace
talks of law and order, "He's
saying, My law and MY order."
Gorton said that examples of
Wallace's kind of law and order
can be seen in Prague and South
Africa.
Fletcher, too, spoke of Wallace's
Law and Order Seranade and
went on to point out the many
injustices that have become
synonymous with 'the little
colonel's' reign in Alabama.
Addressing himself to the issue
of law, order and justice, Gorton
spoke of the changes that need to
be initiated if police forces are
to supply adequate law enforcement: The time is past, he -said,
when the public can let police
jobs be low in status, low paying
and open to people with no formal education beyond high sehool.
He stressed that police officers
must have "status, pay and training" and that more officers must
be recruited from all groups —
"especially ghetto groups."
Concern Necessary
Fletcher added that officers,
especially in ghetto areas, could
increase their effectiveness if their
jobs had a more positive connotation — making the public feel
that the officer is both helpful
and concerned so that when he
has to perform some negative duty
they can see that perhaps he isn't
all bad after all. Fletcher has already initiated such a program in
Pasco where he is a City Councilman.

Tony Chase, who will be opposing incumbent Floyd Hicks at
the polls in November, pledged
that he would work toward lowering the minimum voting age to
18. You're old enough to vote. he told the group. "But they
won't let you." "When you don't
let 18-year olds vote," he continued, "You also don't let 19

Republican Lieutenant Governor candidate Art Fletcher speaks
to a group of UPS students and faculty.

and 20-year olds vote." Chase said
that he feels government needs the
idealism of youth.
Chase criticied congressmen for
not acting on problems until they
are staring the nation square in
the face and are so large that
they may be almost impossible
to solve. "There's no political sex
appeal in working on the problems
of the future," he commented, but
promised he would if elected.
In answer to a question from
the audience, Chase said that he
opposed federal gun-control legislation at this time and preferred
instead state initiated controls. He
pointed out that varying conditions in different parts of the
country were such that immediate
federal blanket legislation could
not be fair to all concerned. He
did say, however, that he is in
favor of a waiting period in gun
sales and to an end to mail-order
gun sales except in certain special
conditions.
Gambling Big Business
Attorney General candidate
Gorton pointed out that in Wash-

Skate

ington, where gambling is illegal,
it is nonetheless a thriving business. He asked how voters could
demand the enforcement of law
and order elsewhere when laws
are being disobeyed and the offenders ignored at home.
Law, Order, & Justice
Gorton also commented that
law, order and justice should not
be treated as opposites but be
made to work together instead.
He said that what is needed is a
"committment to action for every
injustice in the world" and, at
the same time, a tolerance of dissent and the ideals of others.
Fletcher pledged himself to be
a lull-time lieutenant governor'
and work in cooperation with the
governor for the good of the
people of the State of Washington at all times—not just when
the legislature is in session.
Fletcher said that law and
order can be unjust so long as
the victims of the injustice submit to it and pointed to ghetto
movements as evidence that blacks
(Continued on Page 9)

Your Mu at

Lunch — Snacks — Dinner

sor of theatre from Wayne State
University who ,recently joined
the UPS Drama Department.
THE MISTER will relinquish
his stage home in favor of Tennessee Williams' THE GLASS
MENAGERIE. After March and
Williams depart, MACBETH will
prepare to strut his hour upon
the stage amid ghosts, witches,
and Shakespearean regalia. Its
going to be an exciting year!
But so much for a prevue; back
to the mouthful at hand. Becky
Sprang as Madame Rosepettle,
Dave Lyles as Jonathan, Nancy
Koone as Rosalie, and Rich
Stockstad as Comodore Roseabove will delight audiences as
the cast of OH DAD, POOR
DAD
in Jones auditorium on
October 30, 31 and November 1
and 2. Students may pick up
tickets for any of these performances free with an ASB card in
the ticket office in the foyer of
Jones on October 24 and 25 from
one to five p.m.
. . .

SOW #ta

YELLOW CAB

JEWELRY

OR

AMBULANCE
& ALSO
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator
Service

MA 71121

Sales and Service for
Accutron
Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin
DIAMONDS - RADIOS
2703 No Proctor
SK 9-5681

Have You Tried The
P4.

NEW DANCE?
It's The

Disco-Check!
Instructions:
Just stand in one place
and pay all your bills

with a

Checking Account!

Lakewood
Ice Arena

Tbe Proctor
jOottge ikeotaurant

While you may never have
pondered the ultimate effects of
a diet of alley cats on your pet
pirahna's health, you surely have
been thankful for the usefulness
of Venus Fly-traps when you had
old, excess rubberbands to eliminate. Madame Rosepettle has some
interesting thoughts on these and
other stirring topics including
creativ,e suggestions for the care
of corpses. But she's only one
of the delightfully absurd people
you will meet in Arthur L.
Kopit's OH DAD, POOR DAD,
MAMM'S HUNG YOU IN THE
CLOSET AND I'M FEELIN'
SO SAD (that morosely funny
play whose title is almost as long
as it is!). With this the UPS
University players being their
dramatic year.
Coming early in December, a
play truly in the Christmas spirit
of Charles Dickens, is Moliere's
THE MISER, under the direction of Richard Tutor, a profes-

WED. - FRI. - SAT. - SUN
8:15 — 10:15
Sat. - Sun.
2:30 — 4:30

Ask about
postage-free
Bank By Mail
service

CALIFORNIA
OREGON
WASHINGTON

MEMBER F. D. I. C

French Dips — Monte Cristo's
Ruebens — Clubs — Soups — Chili

OF CALIFORNIA

Chowder — Hamburgers — Roasts

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Breaded Veal — Seafood — Steaks

2514 No. Proctor SK 9-9076

1011 Pacific Avenue

Tacoma, Washington
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Tax Forum
At UPS
This past week students may
have noticed a few unfamiliar
faces around campus. They belonged to visitors attending the
Twelfth Annual Tax Forum
sponsored by the Western Washington Chapter of Tax Executives
Institute and the University of
Puget Sound, held on October 1011. The purpose of this forum
was to discuss tax planning, techniques in the areas of employee
compensation, estate and marital
problems, real estate, Federal
audits and new developments in
Washington State and Federal
taxation. The forum was attended by some 200 persons including
leading Northwest tax authorities
who spoke on the issues ment ioned above. Representatives
came from all over Washington

Stanford Grants Offered
STANFORD — The Stanford
University Department of Communication is now receiving applications for graduate 'scholarships for the 1969-70 academic
year. The awards carry stipends
from $2,145 to $4,945.
Scholarships are available for
students preparing for careers
in editorial journalism, mass communications research, and broadcasting and documentary film.
These are grants, not assistantships.
In addition to the professional

A. M. programs, the department
offers Ph.D. degree programs in
communication research, developmental communication, and public affairs communication.
Requests for particulars should
be addressed to the Executive
Head, Department of Communication, Redwood Hall, Stanford
University, Palo Alto, California
94305. January 15 is the deadline for applications.
In addition to these awards, the
department also appoints some
communication research assistants.

BE SURE TO SEE

Republicans Stage
Political Convocations
(Continued from Page 8)
are no longer willing to submit to
injustice.
'When police beat black people
—that wasn't violence," he said
making his point, "But in Chicago, when they beat blacks and
whites
without regard to
social position, that's violence!"
Fletcher commented that, up
until now, the ghetto has been
self perpetuating in that its poor
teachers have made it nearly impossible for a person to get enough
education to get out of the ghetto
and instead he develops skills
.

.

.

that are only useful within the
ghetto.
Fletcher excused, to some extent, violence in the black ghetto
saying that black people didn't
invent violence. "It was here
before we came," he said. He
pointed out that violence was also
a part of the Irish, Italian and
Chinese ghettos until members of
those ethnic groups came to make
up a larger part of the police
forces.
Speeches by the three candidates were followed by a lively
question and answer period.

TODD McKELVEY
AT

Friday-at-Four
THIS FRIDAY

The Tax Executives Institute
whose chapter co-sponsored this
Forum is a national organization
of tax executives who strive for
the highest ethical standards in
administering tax accounting and
procedures and preparing tax reports, etc. "It aims to sustain
and improve the confidence of
management and tax authorities
in administrative ability, knowledge and judgment of its members" to develop leadership." This
forum is presented each year to
encourage discussion and exchange of ideas which will result
in the ultimate accomplishment
of its objectives.

IN CELLAR X

ROLL ON, LOGGERS, ROLL ON
Don't Forget to See our Complete Line of
Engineering and Drafting Supplies

GlffiDEFI3011
764 BROADWAY

527 PINE STREET

TACOMA
BRoadway 2 - 4295

SEATTLE
MA 4 - 1531

R

THE

STATIONERS 7- INC.

1141-43 Broadway

1142 Commerce St.

. 7,teuctelio 74..00vidog eetti

We are proud to have a part in the growth of the UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND

Go Get 'em LOGGERS -

God Save UBC's Team

H .K Western, Inc.

MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
FUlton 3-5488
2915 S. 11 Mss. Street

Tacoma, Washington 98409

MA

2153

TACOMA
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Film Festival

Offers Two Films
The last two films of the University Chapel Film Festival will
be shown in Mc 006 on Tues.,
Oct. 15, at 8:00 p.m., and on Wed.,
Oct. 16, at 11:00 a.m.

One of the bands playing at the Homecoming dance Saturday night will be the Sonics.

Saga of a
New Program
SAGA, a new youth volunteer
program, is now being formulated
on the university campuses in the
city of Tacoma. Officially SAGA
means: to Support a Volunteer
Manpower Project. Thus the purpose of SAGA is to back up with
manpower all those. agencies
which are already in operationi.e. Hilltop, Tr-Mart Multi-Service Center, Eastside Multi-Service Center, M.O.R.E. Service Center (Puyallup), and N.Y.C. Program. The needs of these said
agencies are: tutors in arts and
crafts, reading, and math; chaperons for dances of Junior High
and High School youth; recreation leaders for different recreation programs; Remann Hall
counselors; tutoring in social activities and social problems.
This is an appeal to those persons who are intellectually aware
of the social, economic, and domestic problems of the under-privileged. We need bodies whose enthusiasm and creativity can be
transformed into positive action.
There are unlimited opportunities
for volunteers, several openings
are available far work-study students, and there are openings for
two persons to represent UPS on
the advisory board of SAGA (a
paying position).
Applications and further information can be obtained in the
Chaplain's office, Room 210 in
the SUB.

Presidential
Candidates
(Continued from Page 1)
cratic State Convention, will speak
against the Presidential choices
for 1968.
At press time a speaker still
had not been found to represent
the former Governor of Alabama,
Mr. Wallace.
"House of Critics is for the entire campus community and anyone else interested," explained_
Linda Wallis, chairman of the
steering committee. "The main
purpose of House of Critics is
to present to those present the
opportunity to form their own
judgment on vital issues. Those
who attend are invited to question, debate, harass, or present
their own five minute limited
speeches. I hope all who are interested in this year's election
will come prepared to take active
part."
The house will divide at the
end of debate to determine results
of the discussion.

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?''
See

Proctor
SHOE REPAIR
3817 1/2 North 26th
All Work Guaranteed

COLLEGE men & women
JOBS ARE WAITING for young men and women with business
skills and college training! Our specialized courses in accounting,
business administration and secretarial skills can qualify you
for a position where you can make the most of your college
education and where advancement opportunities are unlimited.
You can quickly gain a foothold in the career of your choice —
finance, industry, civil service, publishing, or television. Free
placement. Send for your free booklet, "How to Add Earning
Power to Your College Training."

KNAPP COLLEGE

TACOMA
WASH.

Telephone MA 7-2181 — Tenth & Pacific Ave.

Each of the films offered at
these times penetrates areas of
grave significance to present day
civiliation. Because of this, there
will be an opportunity for you to
discuss "Suddenly Last Summer"
following its showing on Tuesday night. In contrast "Night
and Fog", to be shown during
University Chapel on Wed., Oct.
16, will silently and audibly speak
for itself.
The gripping confines of a
mental institution in which "Suddenly Last Summer", from Tennessee Williams' play of the same
name, takes place and the sights
and sounds of Nazi Germany in
"Night and Fog", a film done in
color and black and white with
French dialogue and English subtitles, are among the scenes which
will confront you if you come to
the University Chapel Film Festival next week.

Leaders Work to Close
Communications Gap
(Continued from Page 1)
basically structured in such a way
to drive home an essential point
about leadership and its weaknesses and strengths. The groups
gave each other information for
doing a task with differences
existing in the manner to which
the information was received and
or acknowledged. They were able
ta see how psychological games
played a tremendous part in the
creation of personal relationships
between sources of information,
middlemen, and receivers of information.
The conference was also highlighted by the appearance of
eight additional guest speakers.
They were Dr. Robert Albertson,
speaking on the new Commencement Bay Campus; Chaplain
Jeffrey Smith, on the question of
UPS as a Methodist University;

Colonel Robert Denomy, discussing the function of ROTC on

campus; Coach Donald Zeck, on
the athletic program at UPS;
James Josey, a junior at UPS,
discussing Black students; Valerie Knecht, delegate at large,
speaking on the National Student
Association; and Dr. R. Franklin
Thompson, President of the University, discussing many issues
facing students, faculty, and administration.
After each speaker the floor
was opened to question and answer periods, each of which revealed a startling number of
facts. The group heard about four
new classes to be established at
Commencement Bay, the background of UPS, the present plans
for the library, and some long
range goals of the university, to
name a few examples.

Be Best Dressed Man on Campus
TAILORED TO YOUR MEASURE
SUITS — TOPCOATS — SPORTSCOATS
SLACKS
ALSO TAILORED SHIRTS
IN THE LATEST STYLES

4■11111F11

GIL GUNDERSON

MIN=

753 Broadway
Tacoma, Washington

DOWN IN THE CELLAR

MA 7-6803

MitmerfAM36,0WW):0056VM):0056#40:05beerMsbegOOPoeerOXV3
"College-oriented DISCOUNT Prices"
1. RADIO - TV - STEREO
console and portable
PACKARD-BELL, OLYMPIA, PANASONIC, AND OTHERS

plus
2. ALL HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES &
JANATORIAL SUPPLIES
irons, toasters,vacuum cleaners, etc.

plus

3. COMPLETE EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE
At Reasonable Cost
All within walking distance of campus!
AT

Parker Electric Co.
3521 6th Avenue (6th & Union)
SK 2-4992
Show your ASB card for special Student Savings
*OVOQ550:04,9SONAKONAPQAAPAAAPAMQ4XMW:0,449Q4kA
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'Super dHawk' Jumps 111th

Contemporary
Theater Features
3 UPS Coeds

(Continue

Senate. Thus there is the possibility

expecations of many, including
Wallace himself. This union of
Wallace-LeMay could then possibly
cause what Dr. Heppe termed "a
political rarity." If George Wallace's
third party presidential bid can

Three UPS lovelies are staging

a "Happening" when they appear
with THE PERCUSSIONEERS
on SATURDAY THEATRE,
October 12 at Jason Lee. They
are Patti Chase, Barbara Curry,
and Allyson Paddock, students in
Kim Sterling's contemporary
dance class here.

keep each candidate from receiving a majority of the 535 votes in
the electoral college, the election
for president would then go into
the House of Representatives. Each
state would, regardless of size, cast

that there could be men of different parties in these two respective
offices.
As the final month of the election year nears its end, the Wallace party appears to have gained
the potential strength that it needed to cause a political upset in
this year's presidential race. The
question remains

THE PERCUSSIONERS ensemble is directed by Dale Strickland, instrumental instructor at
Wilson High School and TCC
Players are: Marc Strong, Keith
Gorsuch, David Wright, Kim
Ragan, and Dennis Nelson. Janet
Ferguson, flutist, is the only nonpercussion player in the group.
The will be demonstrating
more than 36 percussion instruments and selections from military-type marches to contempory
"effect" music. The three dancers
will create on stage their instant
interpretation of "October Mountain" by Hovhaness.
Mistress of Ceremonies for the
October 12 concert is LaMoyne
Hreha, creator of "Penny and
Her Pals" on KTVW-TV... Her
puppet, Dudley Dragon,. will be
with her to "learn all about
percussion—what a noise!"
Highlight of the concert will
he a Korean Drum Dance by
Kwan Sun Romero, delightful 16year-old from Seoul whose colorful costume and bright red drum
are traditional in Korean folk
dances.
Tickets are available at UPS
Book Store and at the door.

4011111110.*

CLASSIFIED

To Place Your Want Ad, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext. 763, for an Ad Taker
HELP WANTED
LOST AND FOUND

Briefcase lost—Please return to Bruce

qo6wqd

•

ea„

Perfect symbol
of the love you share
knowing that
Being with each other, doing things together
your affection is growing into precious and enduring love. Happily,
all these cherished moments will be forever symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag, you are
assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
.

5047 SOUTH WASHINGTON
TACOMA, WASHINGTON

.

diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise modem cut. Your

Keepsake Jeweler will assist you in making your selection
in the yellow pages, under "Jewelers."
For the ultimate in hair goods

. . .

He's

.

REGISTERED

Keepsake')

. .. our only business

DIAMOND RINGS

attire
WIGS
FOR ALL SWINGERS!
Instant

Mustaches, Beards, Sideburns

Instant

LEE

ROYALTY

CROWN

Rings from 8100 to $10,000. Illustrations enlarged to show beauty of
detail
Trade-mark reg. A. II. Pond Company. Inc.. Est. 1892.

from $12.50

Falls, Cascadse, Wiglets
from $15.00

IMPORT BEER AND
WINES

I

I

Ryan, room 304, Todd Hall, Ext. 448.
A reward is offered.
FOR RENT
Girl's large double room, refrigerator. 3319 No. 19th, SK 2-6327.

LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL

erman
Tarn
German Food

5 .. •

Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs-3 lines 500
Commercial 3 Lines $1.00
Rates for larger ads on request

The new 630-foot Gateway
Arch in St. Louis is the tallest
monument in the country. It is
75 feet higher than the Washington Monument.

1920 Jefferson
MA 7-9383

Tune in next month for the final

episode!

president would be taken to the

Patti Chase, Barb Curry, and Allyson Paddock (I-r) pose for
dramatic effect.

.

succeed?

one vote. The election of the vice-

SATURDAY THEATRE is
sponsored by PHI BETA c llegiate chapters at UPS and PIA. and
the Tacoma Alumnae Chi pter
with the support of The Washington State Arts Commission.
Programs are designed for the
delight of young people and
adults. Performances are at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., and last one
hour.

.

Will Wallace and Superhawk

T HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book,
F - t3

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY — 10 TO 5

Name
Address_ _

ACCORDIONIST

NEW LOCATION

LARRY DIEDE
1

Thursday - Friday - Saturday
Nights
?-3.--. 3----

City

University Place Village, 40th and Bridgeport Way West
BankAmericard

LO 4-9643

Firstbank Card

State

Zip

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201
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Reading time: 20 seconds

This is a grade transcript. ==
Someday someone is going to ask
to see yours. How impressive it is
could depend on how well you read.
And how fast.
44,4.

Since all of us at Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
are professional teachers, we'd be the first to admit that
there's a lot more to getting good grades than just reading.
But if you're serious about wanting an education.
or getting a good paying job after school—we know that feW
things can help you more than being able to read quickly
and being able to understand what you've read.
Just think what it would mean, for example, if you
could speed through routine two-hour outside reading assignments in 10-15 minutes. Or read an entire text in an evening
nearly as fast as you could turn the pages.
. . .

How much more time would you have for other subjects, for special projects, or for leisure time?
It isn't just a dream, you know. You can do it. As
hundreds of others have, you can learn to read faster and
better by taking a course to increase your reading skills from
Reading Dynamics Institute.
Reading Dynamics is not a trick or reading short-cut,
but a carefully developed, professionally taught, State-approved
course that can teach you how to read effectively at speeds you
never before thought possible.
The course has been taken by United States Senators, Congressmen, students, educators and professional men
and women; more than 400,000 people coast-to-coast. Possibly by someone you know.
Many top national and local industries have enrolled
groups of their key employees for instruction. At the request
of President Kennedy, Reading Dynamics was given to members of his staff.
And yet, as generally accepted and based on years of
research as it is, Reading Dynamics offers so much it is hard
to believe.
How can you be taught to read faster now, when
you've spent your whole life learning to read at the rate
you do?
The answer is really quite simple. You read at your
present rate because when you first started to read, you
learned by recognizing one word at a time. This is the way
then. But not now. Now you know the words.
it had to be
And yet, probably from force of habit, you still read the way
you were taught to read—at a rate far below your capabilities
—by looking at one word at a time.
Reading Dynamics unteaches your old reading
habits, then shows you how to set your mind free to read
faster by teaching you to see more quickly. To see and
. . .

Read what Dewitt Bass, U. of W. Physics major, has to
say about Reading Dynamics.
"Reading Dynamics has helped me learn to read over
ten times faster in most material with a corresponding
increase in comprehension. My personal efficiency
has improved measurably. I think more clearly and
faster and my concentration is much deeper. Since I
can read both better and faster. I read books now that
in the past. I would not have dared to tackle."

absorb whole sentences and paragraphs the way you'd see
and understand a photograph or a painting. All at once.
What can you reasonably expect from Reading
Dynamics if you decide to enroll?
If you apply yourself as well as the average student—
attending all eight evening sessions and following the assigned
home drills—you should be able to increase your reading
speeds by from four to ten times. Perhaps even more.
You'll alSo learn how to preview a book. How to
review material. How to read technical material—journals,
texts and reports. How to read classics and conceptual
material. How to take lecture notes. How to make permanent
recall records. And how to remember what you read.
What's more you will become a lifetime member of
Reading Dynamics, entitled to attend regularly scheduled workshop classes to refine and extend your new skills, any time you
wish, absolutely free.
But why not see for yourself, at no obligation?
Let us show you exactly what Reading Dynamics is
all about by attending one of our weekly presentations and
letting us give you a free mini-lesson.
Free lesson. At the presentation, you'll see a Reading Dynamics graduate pick up a book he has never seen
before and, reading at phenomenal speed, absorb and later
answer in detail questions about what he has read. You'll be
given a complete portfolio of information explaining Reading
Dynamics. You'll see a compelling documentary film, enjoy
a frank question and answer period and have an opportunity
to test your exact present level of reading.
You will also be given a free abbreviated lesson that
will raise your present reading speed by at least 100 words a
minute.
After that you're on your own. You will be under no
pressure to enroll. No one will call you or send you long letters
imploring you to sign anything. The decision is up to you.
But before you decide, you owe it to yourself to get
the facts. Find out what you really are capable of, how much
more efficient you can be and how much more time you can
have for leisure enjoyment through Reading Dynamics.
Below is a schedule of presentations to be held this
week. Pick a time and a place convenient to you. And come.
Plan to attend one of these free presentations.
Univ. District: Oct. 9, 8:00 p.m., University Towers, Presidents
Room.
Oct. 14,8:00 p.m., University Towers, Regents Rm.
Oct. 15, 8:00 p.m., University Towers, Regents Rm.
Seattle: Oct. 10, 8:00 p.m., Olympic Hotel, Olympic Bowl.
Tacoma: Oct. 11,8:00 p.m., Tacoma Motor Hotel, Capri C.
Oct. 12, 11:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., 6:00 p.m., Tacoma Motor
Hotel, Capri C.

For information or class schedule, phone MA 3-1563, collect,
or write: Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics, 504 Fourth &
Pike Building, Seattle, Washington 98101.

&digit/004
READING DYNAMICS

